RAD-1 Radionics Workstation
“The Law of Attraction in your hands”

Potent, Powerful and Portable
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The RAD-1 is a passive unit that does not require a power source. However a Frequency Generator or Probes
(supplied) can be connected via the GEN socket to provide enhanced characteristics.
Witness Plate is something that has a personal connection with the plant, animal, person, or object that you are
analysing and or balancing. ie: Sample received from client.
Resonant Cavity will hold something that has a connection to the Target (Client).
Rate Controls
The three rate controls form a series connection between the Witness (Input) and the final output Antenna. Along
the series route from input to output other dynamic forces can be introduced in varying proportion by way of the
Rate controls.
Human field Life Force Energy can be introduced by way of connecting to the RAD-1 workstation using handheld copper probes (supplied). The probes are connected by plugging them into the GEN socket.
Any Frequency can by introduced (eg: 432 Hertz Healing Frequency) to the transmission of the Life-Force Energy
by connecting a generator to the GEN socket. Adding a Frequency into the Life-Force Energy mix can create a
powerful solution.
Our range of Specific Frequency Generators are ideally suited to enhance the performance of the Life-Force
Energy transmitted by the RAD-1 workstation.
Rate #1 Settings are base 10 (0 ~ 9). This control is located at the input and will vary the Life-Force introduced at
the Witness Plate, Copper Probes or Frequency Generator.
The input from the GEN socket is connected together with the Witness plate so that two individual sources of
energy can be applied simultaneously to the RAD-1workstation.
Rate #2 Settings are base 10 (0 ~ 9). This control is used to vary the amount of Life-Force Energy that had been
set by the Rate #1 control, to the Resonant Chamber containing a sample of something belonging to the Target
client.
Rate #3 Setting are base 10 (0 ~ 9). This control will define the amount of combined Life-Force and energy from
the Resonant Chamber that will be applied to the Antenna for final transmission to the Target.
Antenna A built in wire antenna is located in the enclose on the rear of the workstation. Slide the cover off and
extract the wire. The wire antenna can be attached to any non metallic fixture that will keep it above ground level.
Never attach it to a metal object as that will attenuate the Life-Force Energy being transmitted.
A socket labelled ANT is provided in the event that a second antenna is being attached. This can be any selected
length of plastic coated wire that the operator decides to use. Again, never attach to any metal object.
Radionics is an energy balancing technique in which our natural intuitive faculties are used both to discover
imbalances and to encourage the return of a normal energetic field. It is independent of the distance between
practitioner and subject.
SPECIFICATION:
Size: 140(H) x 70(w) x 25(D) millimetres
Power: Self powered or by Frequency Generator input
Rates: 3 x Base 10
Witness Plate : Copper
Probes : 2 x 6mm x 120mm copper with 1,2 Metre cord and 3.5mm jack plug
Antenna : 500mm tuned wire (built in)
Resonant Chamber : Resonant at all frequencies - series tuned
NOTE: All equipment functions and suggestions listed above are purely for experimental purposes and do in no
way imply that the equipment is intended for medical use. This equipment is not intended to replace medical or
other recognised healing methods whether for fauna or flora. The user uses this equipment entirely at their own
risk. Always refer medical conditions to a registered medical professional.

